Adjustable Plate Bracket
No-Slack® II NT APB Stationary
Standard duty

Features
A fixed fifth wheel is economical and strong, but it limits your hauling options. Now you can get the strength and economy of a fixed fifth wheel with the flexibility of slide increments, thanks to the new APB adjustable plate mount bracket.

- Brackets are welded to a 3/8" steel plate with six bolt holes on each side for mounting versatility
- Two-inch mounting increments make it easy to adjust your load evenly

Stationary Bracket Mount
No-Slack® II NT SMB Stationary
Standard duty

Features
SMB fifth wheels are ideal for applications where axle weight, bridge length and kingpin settings remain constant. The SMB model is rapidly gaining in popularity. The mounting brackets are welded directly to the mounting base on your vehicle to save weight and cut costs.